Lovely Professional University has a mammoth ultra modern campus sprawling over more than 600 acres of land on the National Highway No.1 at the entry of Jalandhar City. It is the largest single campus university in India, with more than 25000 students, 3500 faculty and staff, offering more than 150 programmes.

The University is recognized by University Grant Commission (UGC) and is member of coveted Association of Indian Universities (AIU).

The university has been recently awarded as the best Private University of the Year - 2013 by Dr. Pallam Raju, Minister HRD, in the event organised by ASSOCHAM (the oldest chamber of industries). With internationally benchmarked curricula, innovative pedagogy, experiential learning, and 50+ foreign tie-ups for equitable and affordable quality education, the University is poised to establish itself as a Centre of Excellence in Research.

The university campus exhibits a rich diversity as the academic staff and students come from all the states of India and more than 26 countries in the world. Education at LPU is a holistic one, aimed at developing the intellectual and personal strengths of students.

The LPU experience takes place both within and outside the classroom, nurturing creativity and innovation through challenging project work, participative learning and providing an environment conducive to sparking ideas and how to translate those ideas into reality. LPU has an excellent track record of launching its students into successful careers which has been proved by our Alumni now presently working in 300+ global and Indian Super Brands.